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Abstract
We analyse a simple RPV extension of the MSSM, with bilinear R-parity violation in the soft terms and
vevs, but not between the terms in the superpotential. The model gives two massive neutrinos, and can fit
all constraints from neutrino data. We show analytically how to compute the lepton number violating La-
grangian parameters from neutrino masses and mixing angles. Conversely, we numerically vary the bilinear
couplings as input parameters to determine the allowed ranges that are consistent with neutrino data. We
briefly comment on the implications of our bounds for low energy LFV processes.
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The observed solar [1,2] and atmospheric neutrino deficits [3,4] can be explained by flavour-non-diagonal
neutrino masses. The atmospheric neutrino anomaly is consistent with ∆m2atm ∼ (2 − 5) × 10−3 eV2 (with
sin2 2θatm > 0.88) [4]. The vacuum oscillation interpretation of solar neutrino data requires ∆m
2
solar ∼
10−10 eV2, while the matter enhanced MSW solution prefers the range ∆m2solar ∼ (10−10−10−4) eV2 [1,2], see
table I. In the standard three neutrino framework 1, which offers two independent mass differences, there are
various mass hierarchies which can explain both solar and atmospheric results. These are summarised in table
II. The oscillation explanation of the solar neutrino problem and the atmospheric neutrino anomaly requires
two mixing angles and two hierarchical neutrino mass squared differences, namely ∆m2sun  ∆m2atm.
Experiment ∆m2 (eV2) sin2 2θ tan2 θ
Atmospheric (2 − 5) × 10−3 0.88 − 1 –
MSW-LMA (2 − 70) × 10−5 0.6 − 1 (2 − 40) × 10−1
MSW-SMA (0.4 − 1) × 10−5 10−3 − 10−2 (1 − 30) × 10−4
MSW-LOW 4 × 10−10 − 2 × 10−7 0.7 − 1 (1 − 80) × 10−1
Vacuum (1 − 6) × 10−10 0.5 − 1 (1 − 90) × 10−1
Just-so (4 − 10) × 10−12 0.5 − 1 (3 − 30) × 10−1
Chooz > 3 × 10−3 sin θ < 0.22
TABLE I. Allowed mass squared differences and mixing angles for MSW-LMA, MSW-SMA, MSW-LOW, Vacuum
and Just-so stand for MSW large mixing angle, small mixing, and low, and for vacuum and just-so oscillation solutions,















TABLE II. Different possible regimes and corresponding mass squared difference.
We assume that the three neutrino masses mi, i = 1, 2, 3, satisfy m1 < m2 < m3. As we will see, in our
model we only have two non-zero neutrino masses thus our spectra can only be hierarchical or pseudo-Dirac,








23 respectively, see table II. The 3 × 3 rotation matrix [8]
(MNS) which rotates from neutrino flavour (f) to mass (m) eigenstates can be parametrised by three rotations:
Vfm = R23(θ23)R13(θ13)R12(θ12). We neglect the Majorana and Dirac phases, and write
Vfm =

 c12c13 c13s12 s13−c23s12 − c12s13s23 c12c23 − s12s13s23 c13s23
s23s12 − c12c23s13 −c12s23 − c23s12s13 c13c23

 . (1)
Massive neutrinos can be accomodated in the R-parity (Rp) violating Supersymmetric Standard Model
[9–12], where Rp is defined as (−1)3B+L+2S, and B, L and S are respectively the baryon number, lepton number
and spin. Rp is frequently imposed on the Supersymmetric SM to forbid renormalisable baryon and lepton
number violating interactions. However, the phenomenological bounds on B and/or L violation [12] can be
satisfied by imposing B as a symmetry and allowing the lepton number violating couplings to be large enough
1The explanation of the LSND [5] data requires a third neutrino mass squared difference. LSND has not been confirmed
and will be checked by the future MiniBooNe [6].
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to generate Majorana neutrino masses. We assume in this work that the baryon number violating couplings
are absent, and concentrate on the “bilinear” lepton number violating interactions in the superpotential and
soft terms. We neglect the trilinear R-parity violating (RPV) couplings that can appear in the superpotential.
Neutrino masses in RPV theories have been studied analytically for many years [10,13], and recently
numerically with more care [14–16]. The calculation of the neutrino masses to any given order can be performed
by calculating the relevant self energy diagrams in the mass insertion approximation for the small RPV mass
parameters. Alternatively, one can diagonalise the RPV mass matrices of particles which propagate in the
loops. We use the mass insertion approximation, which allows us to identify analytically the contribution from
the different parameters and thus use neutrino data to constrain the RPV couplings directly. Our purpose in
this paper is to consider a simple model in which lepton number violation appears as a misalignment of the soft
terms with respect to the superpotential. We then calculate the neutrino mass matrix in the mass insertion
approximation.
Constraints on RPV parameters from neutrino masses and mixings are significant, as typically they provide
the stronger bounds on the couplings than other low energy lepton-flavor violating (LFV) processes. In this
paper we present two approaches in order to constrain the bilinear R-parity violating Lagrangian parameters.
The first one is an analytic approach in which we obtain expressions for the two bilinear RPV parameters
appearing in the Lagrangian in terms of neutrino masses and mixing angles. The second approach is a numerical
one which follows that in ref [17,18]. The bilinear parameters are varied as inputs and we use neutrino data
to constrain the allowed ranges of these parameters. For that, since we only have ranges for the physically
observed inputs, we constrain our parameter space (6 variables) by using the following inputs from neutrino
data:
• ∆m2atm and sin2 2θatm,
• ∆m2sun and sin2 2θsun,
• sin θChooz.
Imposing these constraints implies an indirect restriction on the effective mass meff that enters the neutrinoless-
double beta decay amplitude, i.e., |meff | ≤
∑
i mνi |V 2ei|. As we will show, we have checked in the different
analyses we did of that the experimental bound [19] on meff is always satisfied.
The paper is organized as follows, in section II we present the model. Section III presents analytic and
numerical results. Section IV discusses a model which generates neutrinos masses at tree-level and through
loops considering only Rp-violating parameter contributions from the misalignment of the µ parameters and the
vevs. In section V we discuss the implications of our results for low energy lepton flavour violating processes.
We then present a summary of the paper.
II. THE BILINEAR RPV MODEL
In a Rp/ supersymmetric model, the Higgs and the sleptons can mix (they have the same gauge quantum
numbers), so the down-type Higgs and sleptons can be assembled in a vector LJ = (Hd, Li) with J : 4..1. With
this notation, the superpotential for the supersymmetric SM with Rp violation can be written as













The Rp violating and conserving coupling constants have been assembled into vectors and matrices in LJ space:
we call the usual µ parameter µ4, and identify the usual i = µi, h
jk
e = λ
4jk , and hpqd = λ
′4pq . Lower case
roman indices i, j, k and p, q are lepton and quark generation indices. We also include possible Rp violating



















l + h.c. . (3)
Clearly field redefinitions of the Hd, Li fields correspond to basis changes in LJ space and consequently the
Lagrangian parameters will be altered. Thus, whenever constraints are placed on the Lagrangian parameters
the basis in which these are valid must be defined. Alternatively, we can construct basis-independent
3
parametrisations of the couplings and constrain these. In this paper we take the second approach using the
basis independent parameters δµ, δB , constructed in refs. [20,21], which are defined in table III.
It is well known that this model can generate ∆L = 2 neutrino masses from tree-level and loop diagrams.








J)vI—that is if (µ4, µ3, µ2, µ1)
is not parallel with (v4, v3, v2, v1) [9]. In the vi = 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis, a neutrino ν3 acquires mass m3 at tree level
via a “seesaw”, with neutralinos playing the role of the heavy Majorana fermion, and the mass µiνih˜
o
u in the






FIG. 1. Tree-level neutrino mass in the mass insertion approximation.
In the mass insertion approximation for Rp/ masses there are three types of loops that can contribute
masses to the two neutrinos that are massless at tree level. There are the well-known loops involving trilinear
Rp/ couplings λ or λ
′ at both vertices. Then there is the Grossman-Haber diagram [11], figure 2, with gauge
couplings at the vertices and Rp/ provided by mass insertions of the soft masses which mix the Higgses and the
sleptons. Finally, there is figure 3, which has one gauge coupling and one trilinear/yukawa, and at least one
unit of lepton number violation provided by a Rp/ mass insertion. The last two types of loops have frequently
been neglected in analytic estimates of neutrino masses. In a previous work [20,21], two of us showed that
the analytic estimates in models with lepton number violating masses (≡ bilinear Rp/ ) suffer from two linked
problems: confusion about the interaction eigenstate basis choice in the Lagrangian, and an incomplete set of
one loop diagrams contributing to neutrino masses. “Basis independent” formulae for all the diagrams can be
found in [21]. For a discussion of the construction of basis-independent invariants, see, e.g. [9,20–25].
R-parity violating models can be divided into classes based on which of the diagrams make significant
contributions to the neutrino mass matrix [mν ]ij [20,21]: in the first case, the loop diagrams with bilinear Rp/
are much smaller than the trilinear diagrams. In this case, [mν ]ij is due to the tree mass and the canonical λ
and λ′ diagrams, and can have a large variety of patterns depending on the MSSM and Rp/ inputs. This case
has recently been carefully studied in refs. [17,18]. In the second case, the loops with bilinear Rp/ due to soft
masses make significant contributions to [mν ]ij , but the bilinears contributing at tree level(δ
i
µ) are negligible
in the loops. This is the case we study in this section. To isolate the effect of the soft Rp/ , we assume that the
trilinears are negligible. The third possibility is that loops with lepton number violation from δµ are important.
Such loops can contribute [mν ]ij ∼ δ2µh2τm2τ/(16pimSUSY ), whereas the tree contribution is mtreeν ∼ δ2µmSUSY .
This generates a very large hierarchy among neutrino masses, so this case is unlikely to be realised. We discuss
this further in section IV.
We take in this section a model where δiB , δ
j
µ 6= 0, and where δλ, δλ′ are negligible. Such a model could
arise if the Rp/ is originated in the soft terms. It is interesting to consider because it shows the contribution
of δjB to [mν ]ij , and allows us to set bounds on the δ
j











µ) reproduce a neutrino mass matrix consistent with the data. We do this in two ways. First we
assume that the neutrino masses and mixing angles are all known, and analytically solve for ~δµ and ~δB as a
function of the masses and mixing angles. This is tractable because the ~δµ, ~δB model only has two non-zero
neutrino masses, so the algebra reduces to two dimensions.
Secondly, we start with ~δµ and ~δB as inputs, varied over “sensible” ranges, and numerically determine
whether the resulting neutrino mass matrix is consistent with observations using the inputs given above.
There are three relevant diagrams contributing to [mν ]ij in this model: the tree diagram of figure 1, and
the Grossman-Haber diagram of figure 2 with Rp/ at points IV and VI, and with Rp/ at points I and VI. Exact
formulae for these diagrams can be found in [21]. Our simplifying assumptions generate a neutrino mass matrix
of the form















































TABLE III. The basis-independent invariants used to parametrise the bilinear Rp/ relevant for neutrino masses,
together with their value in the 〈ν˜i〉 = 0 basis. They are zero if Rp is conserved. (Note that these invariants have signs:













FIG. 2. The Grossman-Haber loop. The blobs indicate possible positions for Rp/ mass insertions. The misalignment
between ~µ and ~v allows a mass insertion on the lepton/higgsino lines (at points I, or VIII). The soft Rp/ masses appear
as mass insertions at positions VI and IV on the scalar line.





















and α = g
2












We have set all the unknown sparticle masses equal to mSUSY = 100 GeV, and neglected the mixing angles
among MSSM particles. This is phenomenologically reasonable since superpartners have not been detected.
Using the correct dependence on the MSSM parameters would have two effects: m
(0)





B as in eqn (6), and there could be additional (probably small) contributions to [mν ]ij



















FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the charged loops with one gauge and a Yukawa coupling. These diagrams occur
if gauginos mix with charged leptons—that is if δµ 6= 0. The blobs indicate possible positions for Rp/ interactions;
each diagram contains two blobs. The Rp/ interactions can be trilinears (at VII) or mass insertions. The misalignment
between ~µ and ~v allows a mass insertion on the lepton/higgsino lines (at points I, III, or VIII), or on the scalar line at
point V . The soft Rp/ masses can appear as a mass insertion at position IV.
III. RESULTS
A. ~δµ and ~δB as a function of masses and mixing angles
In this section, we wish to go from the data to the Lagrangian parameters ~δµ and ~δB . We assume that
the three neutrino masses (one of which is zero) and three mixing angles are all known exactly; from these
six inputs we wish to analytically solve for the six parameters δiµ and δ
i
B , (i = 1, 3). The data do not fully
determine ~δµ and ~δB , because these two vectors are not required to be orthogonal. An orthonormal basis would














B − (δB · δˆµ)δˆiµ . (10)
The parameters ~δµ and ~δB can be expressed in terms of the two neutrino masses and the mixing angles, and
one additional parameter which could be taken as the angle between ~δµ and ~δB (which we will call ρ).
We first express the neutrino mass matrix [mν ]ij in terms of the orthonormal basis (δˆµ, δˆB⊥). Since [mν ]ij
is a mass matrix in the two dimensional space spanned by ~δµ and ~δB , it has two non-zero eigenvalues and the
problem reduces to two dimensional algebra. Secondly, we diagonalise [mν ]ij , and compare the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors to the observed masses and mixing angles. This allows us to determine ~δµ and ~δB as a function of
the masses and mixing angles, and one free parameter. The free parameter arises because ~δµ and ~δB are not
orthogonal, so what fraction of the heavier neutrino mass is due to ~δB is a free parameter.
In the (δˆµ, δˆB⊥) basis, [mν ]ij can be written












µB sin ρ + m
(0)



















where ρ is the angle between δˆµ and δˆB : cos ρ = δˆµ · δˆB . The matrix [mν ]ij has two non-zero eigenvalues, so















3 −m22. The eigenvectors are the last two columns of Vfm in eq. (1), and lie





















µ) as a function of the neutrino masses and mixing angles,




µ) and (V13, V23, V33). We solve for the angle ρ (between
~δB and ~δµ) as a
function of γ in equation (17).









µ) is rotated by an angle γ with respect to (V13, V23, V33), so that the mass matrix (13)
is [
cos2 γm2 + sin
2 γm3 cos γ sin γ(m2 −m3)















, δ2B⊥ , δ
3
B⊥




2 ρ ≡ α
16pi

















cos γ sin γ(m2 −m3)













µ = cos γVf3 + sin γVf2 (18)
1
|δB⊥ |
δfB⊥ = − sin γVf3 + cos γVf2. (19)










B) corresponding to atmospheric and different
solar solutions.
We first compute values of |δµ| and |δB | that give solar and atmospheric neutrino masses.
To get degenerate masses m2 ∼ m3 ∼
√
∆m2atm, the angle ρ between
~δB and ~δµ must be of order ±pi/2. So
~δB must be approximately orthogonal to ~δµ, and
α
16pi |δB |2 ' |δµ|2 '
√
∆m2atm/mSUSY . This seems unnatural
and fine-tuned, so we do not pursue this possibility.
For the case of hierarchical neutrino masses, we plot in figure 4 the allowed values of |δµ| and |δB | corresponding
to combined constraints from Chooz and atmospheric (SuperK) results and three of the solar solutions. The
allowed parameter space corresponds to the space contained between the lines in figure 4. The shortest pair
of lines corresponds to the LMA MSW solution, the middle lines to the SMA solution and the longest pair of
lines to the Vacuum solution. We obtain these two lines by varying the angle γ for the maximum and minimum
allowed values of the masses m2 and m3, as given in table I. In this plot (fig.4), the left [bottom] end of the
allowed parameter space corresponds to m3 induced by δB [δµ].
It was pointed out in [16] that their MSUGRA bilinear model was effectively controlled by two vectors,
~δµ and the misalignment between µ and the trilinears (≡ δλ). The parametrisation of equations (15) to (19)
should therefore approximately describe the results of [16], replacing ~δB by ~δλ. Their heavy neutrino mass m3
is induced by the tree diagram of figure 1, so the angle γ (between the eigenvector corresponding to m3 and
~δµ) is small. It is easy to see from equation (18) that the atmospheric mixing angle is therefore controlled by
the relative size of δµµ and δ
τ
µ, as was indeed found by [16]. We see from equation (19) that the solar mixing
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